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EDITORS' FOREWORD

The editors launch this premier issue of RWP with a deep sense of
gratitude to the Center for Robert Penn Warren Studies at Western
Kentucky University. Since its inception, the Center has dedicated
itself to enhancing our appreciation of Wm,-en's contribution to
American letters; and few American writers, living or dead, have
been so admirably served. The Center's Advisory Group initially rec
ommended the funding of an annual journal devoted to Wm,-en and
his circle at its April 1999 meeting in Bowling Green, and that pro
posal soon gained the enthusiastic and resourceful support of key
members of the Western Kentucky community. From the outset,
Professors Mary Ellen Miller and Joe Millichap of the Department of
English worked closely with Dean David Lee of the Potter College of
A1ts, Humanities, and Social Sciences and Provost Barbara Burch;
together they secured the generous cooperation of the University's
president, Dr. Gary Ransdell. At the heart of this initiative was and is
the redoubtable Joy Bale Boone, whose vision has info1med and
guided the activities of the Center for Wmrnn Studies from its incep
tion and who enjoys the respect and affection of all who have had the
pleasure of working with her.
The editors of this annual volume devoted to "Robert Penn
Warren Studies" construe that phrase in a broad and flexible way. To
be sure, even when it is relatively circumscribed, the study of
America's first Poet Laureate and his work admits of an extraordi
narily wide range of approaches, as the diverse and frequently diver
gent essays in the present volume so dramatically attest. One need
only compare Anthony Szczesiul's application of new theoretical
insights to the problem of language and meaning in WmTen's verse
with the close detective work provided by James A. Perkins in his
assessment of Warren as "new journalist" to see the rich possibilities
in both subject and approach available to critic and scholar alike. But
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an annual of "Robert Penn Wmren Studies" should, in the estimation
of the present editors, be a forum that also welcomes significant
scholarship and commentary dealing with figures within Robert Penn
Wai1en 's "circle" in a more inclusive sense. Much needs to be done
to place the achievement of Robert Penn Warren within the fuller
context of his time and place and to explore the role his virtually
unrivaled network of literary and personal connections played in the
shaping of his career. Thus, work that investigates the relationship
between Warren and other writers, whether celebrated figures like
Saul Bellow or unfairly neglected authors like Brainard Cheney and
Pier Pasinetti, is of particular interest; and new primary materials,
biographical information, and serious contributions to the "oral
record" are likewise sought. RWP will survey new titles and trends in
Warren scholarship on a selective, useful basis and, in time, may run
correspondence and other features of interest to our readers, both aca
demic and lay. We invite suggestions on directions this journal might
profitably take and features it might include in the interest of pro
moting "Warren Studies" in the broadest sense, while reserving to
ourselves one of the few autocratic prerogatives left to our age: the
privileges implied by the phrase "editorial discretion." Meanwhile,
we look forward to your inquiries and submissions, which should
conform to the specifications set forth at the front of this issue.
William Bedford Clark• James A. Grimshaw, Jr
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"Language Barrier":

Warren at the "Inevitable Fivmier" of Postmodemism
ANTHONY SZCZESIUL

Yes, you must try to rethink what is real. Perhaps
It is only a matter of language that traps you. You
May yet find a new one in which experience overlaps
Words. Or find some words to make the Truth come true.
--Robert Penn WmTen 1

Critics agree that time and identity are central concerns in Robert
Penn Wmrnn's poetic canon. As Warren turned to a confessional
voice at the mid-point of his career in the 1950s with Brother to
Dragons and Promises, the facts of his past increasingly became the
fodder for his poems. He left behind the objective formalism of his
early modernist aesthetic in favor of a more subjective, Romantic
viewpoint. As Warren himself explained in an interview, his late
poems tend to be "really autobiographical--things that really hap
pened."' Following the publication of Audubon: A Vision in 1969,
however, Wa,rnn's poems began to address these issues of time and
identity in a more complex way, as he settled more firmly upon
themes involving identity and the self's complicated and often uncer
tain negotiations with memory and language. As a result, Warren's
view of the "self' became more unsettled and problematic in his later
verse. As he writes in Or Else, "ls this really me? Of course not, for
Time / Is only a mirror in the fun-house. // You must re-evaluate the
whole question" ( "/11te1jection #I: The Need for Re-evaluation," ln
CP 271). By focusing on the nuances of the autobiographical act
which renders memory into language, WatTen moved inevitably clos
er to the conclusion drawn in his 1975 poem "Brotherhood in Pain":
"You exist only in the delirious illusion of language" ( CP 331 ).
Warren's capacity to make such a statement places him at the thresh-

